1. Pebble boat with fish.
2. Pebble boat on driftwood.
3. Pebble boat on reclaimed timber.
4. Round pebble boat with fish.
5. Pebble boat on ceramic mound
6. 2 seagulls on reclaimed timber.
7. small wall mounts.
8. Beach hut and pebble boat.
9. 2 Beach huts and fish.
10. 2 pebble boats on reclaimed timber

11. 2 pebble boats on driftwood

12. 1 beach hut and fish

13. Small row of cottages

14. Med row of cottages

15. Large row of cottages
16. 2 Tall buildings.
17. 3 Tall buildings
18. Watchtower
19. Large Wallmount
20. Storm in a teacup
21. Settled wreck
22. Schooner
23. Jaunty wreck
24. Round wreck
All my work draws inspiration from the sea, and each piece has its own story to tell.

When I produce a piece it becomes a narrative, the tale of a journey. Objects discovered on the shoreline find themselves becoming part of the story...

I use a variety of decoration techniques as my ideas continue to flow and move on to create different avenues and new approaches. Ships, boats, and wrecks are the main fabric of the work, made from clay that has the textures of metal and wood objects salvaged, press moulded, and patched together to produce a variety of forms that look as though they have sailed the Seven Seas.